
Flex Video
Made to match  
the dimensions  
and aesthetics  
of your video  
displays



There’s something unique about Flex Video-enabled conferencing  
and presentations. When people talk, participants don’t just listen,  
they understand. That’s because our speakers are designed to reproduce 
human speech more faithfully, accurately – intelligibly – than any other  
video collaboration audio solution. 

And while the sound Flex Video delivers is utterly transparent to  
the ear, its solution-specific form factor and aesthetics make them 
practically invisible to the eye, removing yet another distraction to 
productive conferencing. Optimize your video collaboration and 
multimedia. Choose Flex Video by Innovox. For us, conversation  
isn’t an art. It’s a science.

Providing optimal pairing of audio 
and visual cues, while blending 
seamlessly with your décor.



FLEX PRECISION 
A step up from Flex Select, Flex Precision delivers superior  
audio intelligibility and musical detail in a wide range of form 
factors to match the dimensions and look of your video display. 
Flex Precision combines custom-quality sound and aesthetics with 
the ease and cost-effectiveness of an off-the-shelf audio solution. 
Flex Precision is available in passive, powered (P), powered with 
DSP (PX) or powered with DSP and Dante (PXD) versions.

FLEX FOCUS
The only line array in the world designed specifically for  
displays, the premium Flex Focus combines unparalleled  
sound with custom-quality aesthetics in an off-the-shelf audio 
solution that’s ideal for longer rooms. Can be wall- or display-
mounted. Flex Focus is available in passive, powered (P), powered 
with DSP (PX) or powered with DSP and Dante (PXD) versions.

FLEX SELECT
Flex Select is the Innovox entry-level line of Flex speakers. 
Available in either a vertical pair or single stereo horizontal  
form factor to match your video displays (up to 65-inches),  
Flex Select speakers deliver many of the functional and  
aesthetic benefits of custom audio with the cost-effectiveness  
of an off-the-shelf solution.
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FLEXARRAY COMPACT
Like FlexArray, FlexArray Compact is a custom-designed  
hybrid line array but designed for smaller video walls  
and LED displays.

FLEXARRAY
A custom-designed hybrid line array for larger applications  
like large video walls and LED displays (80-inches minimum),  
Flex Array embodies our philosophy that speakers should  
be heard and not seen.
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FLEX MICRO PRECISION
Flex Micro Precision is our Flex Precision solution housed in a 
very slim form factor. A made-to-measure soundbar matches 
the exact width of your video display, while the LF module and 
integrated system electronics are wall-mounted behind the 
display. Flex Micro Precision combines custom-quality sound  
and aesthetics with the ease and cost-effectiveness of an  
off-the-shelf audio solution. 

FLEX MICRO FOCUS
Flex Micro Focus is our Flex Focus line-array 
solution housed in a very slim form factor.  
Two made-to-measure line arrays match the  
exact height of your video display, while the  
LF module and integrated system electronics  
are wall-mounted behind the display for very 
high-performance audio with discreet design.

FLEX MICRO



FLEX SYNERGY 

FLEX SYNERGY COMPACT 
Flex Synergy Compact is our ultra-low profile soundbar solution 
that combines speakers, microphone and camera pocket in a 
videoconferencing platform optimized for collaboration environments.

FLEX SYNERGY IMPACT 
Flex Synergy Impact features an active combination of mid-high 
and low frequency modules, microphone (with power and DSP) 
and a camera pocket for a complete all-in-one professional 
videoconferencing solution.

FLEX SYNERGY CONFERENCE
Flex Synergy Conference combines two full-range loudspeakers, 
microphone (with power and DSP) and a standard camera pocket  
for a complete all-in-one videoconferencing solution.   

FLEX SYNERGY MODULAR
Flex Synergy Modular offers a completely customizable, yet 
totally modular, solution to combine uncompromising sound 
with unparalleled configurability for aesthetically and sonically 
seamless audio solutions. 



Call 612.379.0100 or visit innovoxaudio.com for more information.
296 Pascal St N, St Paul, MN 55104
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